Ambrosia 3 Ways
A complimentary design by Amanda Murphy for Ambrosia Ten Squares,
brought to you by Robert Kaufman Fabrics.
Quilt A

Quilt B

Quilt C

Ambrosia Ten Squares feature 40 (10") squares
of fabric, including 31 prints and 9 solids.

© 2010 Amanda Murphy

For more free patterns, visit my website and blog at:
http://www.amandamurphydesign.com
http://amandamurphydesign.blogspot.com
Materials for each quilt:
• 1 Ambrosia Ten Square pack
• 1/2 yard for binding (suggested fabric is brown crackle AAM-10760-193)
• 3-1/2 yards for backing (suggested fabric is yellow circles AAM-10759-136)
All seam allowances are 1/4". You can make these quilts larger by adding an optional border.
Just make sure to buy additional backing fabric!

Quilt A

Quilt B

Quilt C

Size: 43" x 51-1/2"

Size: 48" x 57-1/2"

Size: 45-1/2" x 57-1/2"

Quilt Top Assembly

Quilt Top Assembly

Quilt Top Assembly

1. Cut the solid squares into quar- 1. Cut each solid square into 9
ters, yielding 36 (5”) squares.
(3-1/4”) squares. Draw diagonal line on wrong side of these
2. Cut the patterned squares into
squares, from corner to corner.
4 (2-1/2”) strips. Pair each
set of 4 strips with a solid (5")
2. Arrange Ambrosia prints into 6
square. (You will have some
rows of 5 blocks. (You'll have 1
extra solid squares.)
square left over.)

1. Cut all solid squares and 9 patterned squares into 5 (2”) strips.
Join 5 strips, alternating solids
and prints, to form a block. Repeat to make 18 blocks.

3. For each set of fabrics, sew
3. Align solid squares on
strips onto sides of their solid
INTERNAL corners of your
square like you would for a log
blocks, right sides together, so
cabin block, trimming the strips
that your drawn line ends on
to be even with the solid center
the side of the squares, rather
square after each addition.
than the corner. Sew on line.
Trim seam allowance to 1/4".
4. Arrange 6 rows of 5 blocks.
Press triangle corners out.
(You'll have 1 block left over.)
Piece.
4. Piece blocks together.

3. Arrange 6 rows of 6 blocks,
alternating between striped
blocks and 1-piece blocks.
(You will have 4 blocks left over.)
Piece blocks together.

2. Trim remaining (10”) squares to
8” x 10” rectangles.

Finishing (all quilts)
1. Divide backing fabric into two lengths. Cut 1 piece lengthwise to make 2 narrow panels. Join 1 narrow
panel to each side of wide panel. Press.
2. Layer backing, batting, and quilt top. Quilt as desired.
3. Cut binding fabric into (2-1/4") strips. Join them into 1 continuous piece. Press, folding in half lengthwise.
Sew binding to front of quilt. Wrap binding to the back and slipstitch to secure.

